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The influence of using a Bi surfactant during the growth of InAsSb on the composition was examined,
and it was found that increasing Bi flux on the surface during growth inhibits the incorporation of Sb.
Analysis of the data via a kinetic model of anion incorporation shows that surface Bi acts as a catalyst
C 2014 AIP Publishing LLC.
for InAs formation, thus inhibiting Sb incorporation. V
[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4886635]
INTRODUCTION

InAsSb is of interest for long wavelength infrared applications because it is a direct gap III–V semiconductor that
can attain sufficiently narrow band gaps, depending on the
composition.1 In order to be used effectively in optoelectronic devices, the material must be grown with smooth
interfaces, minimal defects, and be compositionally homogeneous. Recent work shows that fully relaxed InAsSb grown
on compositionally graded buffer layers at 415  C is free of
phase separation or ordering, even for high Sb compositions
approaching 50%.1 However, the optimum substrate temperature and III/V flux ratios have not been systematically
investigated for these alloys. Further improvements could
possibly also be obtained by the use of surfactants but their
influence on the alloy composition must first be determined.
It has been suggested that the use of surfactants may
improve the crystal growth of certain alloys. For instance,
growing GaNAs under a Bi flux results in smoother surfaces
and higher N incorporation.2 Similar effects were found for
B incorporation in GaAs.3 The use of a Bi surfactant has also
been observed to inhibit In segregation and decrease interfacial roughness in InGaAs/GaAs.4 Several mechanisms for
these improvements have been proposed. One suggests that
surface Bi atoms prevent other growth processes by blocking
other reactive sites.4 Another proposes that Bi displaces one
anion in favor of the other.2 The effect of Bi on the growth
of InAsSb, on the other hand, has not been reported. In this
study, we investigated how the presence of a Bi flux influences the composition of InAsSb alloys grown via molecular
beam epitaxy (MBE) and show that Sb incorporation is
decreased with increasing Bi flux. We have developed a kinetic model that suggests that the suppression of Sb incorporation is due to a catalytic effect where Bi atoms on the
surface are more likely to be replaced by impinging As atoms
than impinging Sb atoms during growth.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

InAsSb films were grown on (001) oriented GaSb substrates in two different labs. All samples were grown in
0021-8979/2014/116(1)/014901/4/$30.00

MBE chambers using solid sources for In, Ga, and Bi, and
valved sources with cracking zones for Sb2 and As2. We
grew two series at two different growth temperatures and
growth rates, which are summarized in Table I. The first
series (Series A) was grown at 385  C with RIn ¼ 0.5 ML/s,
measured using reflection high energy electron diffraction
(RHEED) oscillations, beam equivalent pressures (BEP)
of 2.1  106 Torr for As2, and 0.62  107 Torr for Sb to a
thickness of 4000 Å. The second series (Series B) was grown
at 415  C with RIn ¼ 0.9 ML/s, 5.7  106 Torr As2 BEP, and
1.2  107 Torr Sb BEP to a thickness of 2500 Å or 5000 Å
as noted. The Bi BEP was varied up to 2.6  107 Torr in
one laboratory (series A) and 4.8  107 Torr in the other
(series B). The In, As, and Sb fluxes were calculated as
described previously;5 that is, by starving the growth surface
of anions until we observed a decrease in the growth rate.
Under these conditions, V/III ¼ 1, thus the anion flux is equal
to the cation flux measured by RHEED oscillations.
Alternatively, the anion incorporation rate can be determined
using anion uptake oscillations,6 which we find correlate
well to the anion starvation method. Bi fluxes could not be
calculated using this approach because RHEED uptake oscillations were not observable, nor is the transition from anion
to cation terminated surfaces known. Compositional analysis
was conducted using high resolution x-ray diffraction (XRD)
and Rutherford Backscattering Spectrometry (RBS). The
compositions were calculated for the samples using two
(004) scans with a 180 rotation in phi and two (115) scans
with a 180 rotation in phi and taken in glancing incidence
and exit. SimNRA software7 was used to analyze the RBS
data.
THE MODEL

There are several kinetic models for mixed anion alloy
growth,5,8–10 each of which takes the various physical processes that take place into account. For instance, the incident
flux is the primary term that determines the net growth flux,
but this contribution is influenced by the presence of desorption and surface segregation. Another process known to
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TABLE I. Growth conditions for InAsSb films grown on GaSb substrates.
T (  C)

FIn (  1014 cm2s1)

FAs2 (  1014 cm2s1)

FSb (  1014 cm2s1)

Bi BEP (  107 Torr)

h (Å)

Series A

385

Series B

415

2.8
2.8
2.8
2.8
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0

7.1
7.1
7.1
7.1
15.1
15.1
15.1
15.1

0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
1.4
1.4
1.4
1.4

0.0
0.7
1.2
2.8
0.0
1.0
2.6
4.8

4000
4000
4000
4000
2500
5000
5000
5000

occur in mixed anion systems is the removal of one anion
species in place of another.11 For instance, it is well known
that As preferentially displaces Sb in both GaAsSb11 and
InAsSb.5 Each of these rates is Arrhenius in nature and takes
the standard form


ð N Þ2
2Ej
;
exp 
P¼
FIn
kT

(1)

where N is the density of atomic surface sites,  is the
attempt frequency, Ej is the activation energy of the jth
process, k is Boltzmann’s constant, and T is the temperature. FIn is the impinging In flux, which acts to limit the
process.
To date, these models have only taken binary alloys into
account, but it is straightforward to add a third anion atom to
the model. The growth flux for Bi is as follows:
rem
rem
JBi ¼ FBi  hBi Pdes
Bi  hBi PBi!As  hBi PBi!Sb
seg
þ yb hAs Pseg
As!Bi þ yb hSb PSb!Bi :

(2)

The first term on the right hand side represents the amount of
impinging Bi, FBi. The second term represents the reduction
in the net flux due to desorption, which is the product of the
rate of desorption and the surface coverage of Bi, hBi. The
third and fourth terms decrease the net flux of Bi via removal
of Bi from the surface by As or Sb, and depend on the product of the coverage of Bi and the rate of removal. The fifth
and sixth terms increase the net flux of Bi due to surface segregation, the exchange of subsurface Bi and As or Sb on the
surface. These terms are the product of the composition of
Bi in the subsurface layer (assumed to be the same as that of
the bulk) yb, the surface coverage of As or Sb, and the rate of
segregation. yb is proportional to the surface coverage of Bi
via the equilibrium partition coefficient K, and can range
from 0 (for a pure surfactant) to 1 (for complete incorporation).12 Similar equations can be written for the growth flux
of Sb and As
rem
rem
JSb ¼ FSb  hSb Pdes
Sb  hSb PSb!As þ hBi PBi!Sb
seg
þ xb hAs Pseg
As!Sb  yb hSb PSb!Bi ;
rem
rem
JAs ¼ FAs  hAs Pdes
As þ hSb PSb!As þ hBi PBi!As
seg
seg
 xb hAs PAs!Sb  yb hAs PAs!Bi :

(3)

(4)

The concentration of each anion is thus the ratio of the net
flux of that anion and the sum of the net anion fluxes.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 shows (004) XRD reciprocal space maps
(RSMs) of series A under various Bi fluxes. The substrate and
film peaks are easily discernible in each map. The clearest
trend from these maps is that the amount of Sb incorporated
decreases with increasing Bi flux, as shown by the increasing
film-substrate splitting. The film peak for the film grown without a Bi flux is diffused and elongated along the vertical direction, suggesting an out of plane lattice distortion, possibly due
to variations in composition. This peak is also broadened indicating lateral variation in the lattice parameter possibly due to
defect injection and strain relaxation (10%) arising from the
lattice mismatch between the film and substrate. In contrast,
the films grown under a Bi flux exhibit diffraction peaks that
are narrow and isotropic, suggesting high crystalline quality
and uniformity in composition. The sample grown under the
highest Bi flux again shows some peak broadening, most
likely due to dislocations arising from the increasing lattice
mismatch. The relaxation in this sample was 4%.
Figure 2 shows plots of the Sb composition determined
from the XRD measurements as a function of Bi BEP for the
two series. Given that Bi is known to readily desorb at these
temperatures,13 it was assumed that no Bi was incorporated
into the films when calculating the compositions. It is clear
that increased Bi flux decreases the amount of Sb incorporation for constant growth conditions. As shown in Eqs.
(2)–(4), the net growth rates of each species depends on a
number of factors, including desorption, surface segregation,
and anion exchange. Furthermore, the presence of Bi on the
surface is expected to alter these processes. The influence of
Bi on the composition appears to be stronger for series A
(low T) than series B (high T), which may be due to the
difference in growth temperatures. However, there may also
be a difference in the absolute Bi fluxes between the two
sample series, as ion gauge sensitivity factors are known to
vary depending on the gauge geometry and history.14
RBS experiments were performed to confirm the
assumption that no Bi had incorporated into the films. A
beam of 1.9 MeV Heþþ ions incident normal to the sample
surface was used with a 20 detector angle. Figure 3 shows
the RBS spectra for series A along with the simulated curve
and the elemental components for the sample grown without
Bi. The vertical dotted line denotes the channel at which the
Bi signal would be observed and confirms that there is no
Bi in the films greater than the detection limit of the RBS
(0.5 atomic %). The RBS for these films shows the plateaus
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FIG. 1. (004) Reciprocal space maps
of series A films. S denotes the GaSb
substrate and F denotes the InAsSb
film.

that would be expected for homogeneous films, whose positions are consistent with the composition determined by
XRD. The peaks and valleys in the RBS for the films grown
with Bi arise due to the superposition of the signals from
each element in the layers assuming abrupt interfaces. This
is consistent with the XRD data of these films, which exhibit
Pendellosung fringes (Figs. 1(b)–1(d)). The RBS of the film
grown without Bi lacks these distinct peaks, suggesting a
rough interface between the InAsSb film and the GaSb
substrate. This observation is also consistent with the
lattice-mismatch induced broadening observed in the XRD

FIG. 2. Plots of film composition vs Bi flux for series A and series B.

FIG. 3. Plots of RBS spectra of series A as a function of Bi BEP. The simulated curve and its elemental components are included for the samples
grown without Bi. The channel at which Bi would be observed is marked by
a dotted line.
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for this film (Fig. 1(a)). The RBS spectra of series B had no
evidence of Bi incorporation either.
These experimental results show that some of the processes that were identified in Eqs. (2) through (4) can be eliminated. For instance, the RBS data show no Bi incorporation
into the InAsSb film for both series. Thus yb and JBi are zero.
As a result, the impinging flux of Bi is equal to the sum of
the desorption and removal fluxes such that
rem
rem
FBi  hBi Pdes
Bi ¼ hBi PBi!As þ hBi PBi!Sb :

(5)

Given that both JSb and JAs depend on the removal of Bi
by that anion, Eq. (5) may substitute for the fourth terms in
Eqs. (3) and (4). The concentration of Sb is the net Sb flux
divided by the sum of all of the net anion fluxes. Since the
only growth parameter that was varied in each series is the
flux of Bi, it is reasonable to assume that the desorption, removal, and segregation terms in each net flux equation are
constant. If in this case, Bi removal by Sb is much faster
than or equal to Bi removal by As, the Sb concentration will
increase with increasing Bi flux. If instead Bi removal by As
is faster than the removal of Bi by Sb, then the Sb concentration will decrease with increasing Bi flux. The experimental
results show that Sb incorporation decreases with increasing
Bi flux, therefore the latter case is more likely.
These experiments show that surface Bi acts as a catalyst for As incorporation. This is not surprising considering
that the In-As bond is stronger than the In-Sb or (calculated)
In-Bi bonds.15 This catalytic model is consistent with the
results for GaNAs, which showed enhanced N incorporation
in the presence of Bi.2 In that case, the Ga-N bond is stronger
than the Ga-As or (calculated) Ga-Bi bonds,15 resulting in
faster removal of Bi by N than by As. These results together
demonstrate the importance of the surfactant in changing the
chemistry of the surface, rather than acting as a steric barrier
to incorporation.
CONCLUSIONS

Experimental evidence shows that the presence of Bi as
a surfactant inhibits Sb incorporation in InAsSb alloys for a

range of growth conditions without itself incorporating. A
proposed kinetic model suggests that surface Bi atoms
increase the reactivity of As on the surface. Further study is
required to systematically quantify all the mechanisms
involved, but this model can be used to determine the composition function of Bi flux, and be extended to describe
other mixed anion or mixed/cation systems, such as GaAsN
or AlInAsSb.
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